Cell Phone Radiation

BioPro Cell Phone Radiation Reduction
Technology
Do you spend a lot of time on your cell phone? Or do you have children or grandchildren
who do? Cell phone technology is both a blessing and a curse. We can talk to virtually
anyone, anywhere, which is a great convenience, AND we’re just beginning to learn of
the far-reaching damaging effects they have upon us – even the affecting of our DNA.
As a public service Integrated HealthCare is now carrying chips that will stick right on
your cell phone, PDA, or Bluetooth device, which will greatly reduce, and possibly even
eliminate the damaging effects of cell phones. Ask about them next time you’re in, or
come in just to pick one up. They’re worth it!
Briefly, here are some specifics:
Electromagnetic frequencies are a naturally occurring event. However, in nature, EMF’s
are random/sporadic. Man-made EMF’s, such as those emitted from cell phones, are
constant causing a steady assault on the body. Brain tumors have increased some 20%
since cell phone use began. The radiation emitted by cell phones actually penetrates the
boney structure of the skull. Particularly at risk are our children who have a more porous
bone structure and an undeveloped nervous system. It has been determined that children
under 12 should not use a cell phone at all; children under 5 are at grave risk.
To hear from an expert, watch the video of Dr. George Carlo, founder of the Science and
Public Policy Institute based in Washington, DC, and head of the Safe Wireless Initiative
which was formed to educate the public about the dangers of electromagnetic radiation
(EMR).
See the video here. It’s about 30 minutes long.
This is his presentation before the Irish Doctors Environmental Association (IDEA) in
Dublin, Ireland (Feb 2007), in which he presents the latest findings that reveal how the
information-carrying radio waves from cell phones and other wireless technology are
causing biological harm.
Dr. Carlo is the former chief scientist of the wireless industry’s multi-million dollar
research project into cell phone safety, which ultimately revealed findings at odds with
the industry’s interests.

Bio-Pro radiation reduction chips for your phones and other electronic devices are
available at the clinic.

